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ABSTRACT  

 
 Perceiving the navigational performance of website visitors is an essential factor for the success in the 
emerging systems of electronic commerce and mobile commerce. In this paper, we propose a utility and 
frequency dependent algorithm for web path traversal using prefix tree structure. Here, we take the web log 
files and extract the details such as time duration that the user visited the web page and the bookmark 
information about the web page. The extracted data from the web log file of different users are considered 
as input to construct the prefix tree. Using this prefix tree we mine the continuous sequential pattern and 
discontinuous sequential pattern and we calculate the weight value for each pattern mined using the 
continuous and discontinuous sequential pattern. The prefix tree constructed using the existing users can be 
updated further with the details of new users. We compare the path traversal efficiency of our proposed 
technique with the existing frequency dependent prefix span technique. 

Keywords: Continuous Sequential Pattern, Discontinuous Sequential Pattern, Time Duration, Bookmark, 
Prefix Tree 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Web mining [1] is an area of data mining that 
manages the extraction of interesting knowledge 
from World Wide Web. More exactly [2], web 
content mining is a part of web mining that aims on 
the raw information existing in the web pages; 
source data primarily contains textual data in web 
pages (e.g. words, but also tags); typical 
applications are content based classification and 
content based ranking of web pages. Web structure 
mining is a part of web mining that aims on the 
structure of web sites; source data mainly contains 
structural information in web pages (e.g. links to 
other pages); typical applications are link based 
classification of web pages, ranking of web pages 
through a mixture of content and structure (e.g. [3]) 
and reverse engineering of web site models. Web 
usage mining is a part of web mining that manages 
the extraction of knowledge from server log files; 
source data primarily contains (textual) logs that are 
gathered when users access web servers and might 
be denoted in standard formats; typical applications 
are those based on user modeling techniques that 

are web personalization, adaptive web sites and 
user modeling [4]. 

In modern days, the research activities in web 
mining are based on the web usage mining. To 
discover interesting usage patterns from web server 
log files, web usage mining technique is widely 
used. To extract the user navigation patterns, 
mining algorithms are used. A navigation pattern 
denotes the relationship among web pages in a 
specific web site. In practice, mining web 
navigation patterns is useful and the extracted 
patterns can be used to predict and grasp visitors 
browsing behavior and intentions. It is helpful to 
improve the user experience, website configuration, 
efficiency and effectiveness of e-commerce. 
Website operators can apply web navigation 
patterns to analyze and predict user motivation and 
provide better recommendations and personalized 
services for their customers [5]. The issue for 
mining path traversal patterns from a large static 
web click dataset was proposed by Chen et al. [6]. 
Two multiple pass algorithms which are full scan 
and selective scan were proposed for mining set of 
path traversal patterns [7]. In most of the works 
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presented in the literature, the path traversal 
patterns were mined using data mining techniques 
such as association rule discovery and sequential 
pattern mining. 

The concept of utility based web path traversal 
mining has been developed in [8]. The concept of 
utility for web path traversal first time was 
introduced in [9]. They adopted the descriptive 
measure for quality: the time spent on web pages 
(TSP) at particular web site as a utility of that web 
site. TSP is an appealing and interest indicators in 
diverse fields such as information retrieval, human-
computer communication. It could easily be 
considered that TSP would be an explanatory 
measure of importance: the more time spend on a 
web page by the users, the more important the page 
assumed for them [10]. Incorporating TSP measure 
into the mining of path traversal pattern can lead to 
effective results to analyze and user forecast. 

In this paper, we propose a utility, importance 
and frequency based algorithm for web path 
traversal using prefix tree data structure. Here, we 
use the web log file as input and we extract the 
details such as time duration, bookmark of that web 
page from the web log file. We construct a prefix 
tree based on the web pages visited by different 
users. Initially, we take the web pages visited by the 
first user to construct the prefix tree and thereafter 
we compare the web pages visited by the second 
user with the tree formed by first user. If the first 
web page of the second user is not same as that of 
the first user, a new root will form in the prefix tree 
to construct the nodes for the second user and if the 
first web page of the first and second users are 
same, the details will include with the first node of 
the first user and check for the second web page. If 
the second web page of the second user is not same 
as that of the first user’s second web page, a new 
branch will form after the first node. Similarly, all 
the web pages of every user are checked and the 
prefix tree will be formed. When a new user comes, 
we can link those details with the already existing 
tree. We mine the continuous and discontinuous 
sequential patterns from the prefix tree we formed 
using the web pages visited by different users. 
Thereafter, we calculate the weight value for each 
patterns mined using continuous and discontinuous 
sequential patterns. This paper is organized as 
follows: second section shows some of the related 
work and the third section explains our proposed 
technique and the fourth section shows the outcome 
of our technique and fifth section concludes our 
technique. 

2. RELATED WORKS: A BRIEF REVIEW 
 

Literature presents several techniques for path 
traversal patterns mining based on either frequency 
or utility. In this section, we review some of the 
related techniques. Jieh-Shan Yeh et al. [15] have 
utilized the HITS values and PNT preferences as 
measures to mine users’ favored traversal paths. 
They have structured mining based on HITS 
(hypertext induced topic selection) to rank the web 
pages. The preferred navigation path of the users’ is 
found by an algorithm named PNT (preferred 
navigation tree). They have introduced PNTH 
(preferred navigation tree with HITS) algorithm 
which is an extension of PNT. Their algorithm used 
the concept of PNT and considered the relationship 
amid web pages using HITS algorithm. Their 
algorithm was suitable for e-commerce applications 
like improving web site design and web server 
performance. Yao-Te Wang and Anthony J.T. Leeb 
[17] have introduced the concept of throughout-
surfing patterns (TSPs) and presented an efficient 
method for mining the patterns. The TSPs are more 
expressive to understand the purpose of website 
visitors. They suggested a compact graph structure, 
termed a path traversal graph to store information 
about the navigation paths of website visitors. The 
graph contained frequent surfing paths that were 
wanted for mining TSPs. In addition, they devised a 
graph traverse algorithm derived from the 
suggested graph structure to discover the TSPs. 

To ascertain the user traversal pattern of web 
pages from the web log records, the web usage 
mining is used. Typically, an admired website may 
register hundreds of megabytes of web log records 
every day that offers rich information about web 
dynamics. From the web log databases, the repeated 
sequential web accessing patterns were determined 
by path traversal pattern mining. However, it fails 
to reflect the different impacts of different Web 
pages to different users. In internet information 
service applications, the variation amid web pages 
makes a strong impact on decision making. 
Therefore, Lin Zhou et al. [12] introduced "utility" 
into path traversal pattern mining problem. Utility 
is an estimation of how ‘interesting’ or ‘useful’ a 
web page. As an outcome, it allowed the web 
service providers to quantify the user preferences of 
diverse traversal paths. To recognize high utility 
path traversal pattern, two-phase utility mining 
model is exploited. They implemented their 
suggested ‘high utility path traversal mining’ 
algorithm on real world weblog database and 
contrast the high utility path traversal patterns with 
the frequent traversal patterns by traditional path 
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traversal technique. They demonstrated the 
interesting paths, as well as their significance to the 
decision making process. Chowdhury Farhan 
Ahmed et al. [14] have proposed an algorithm for 
utility-based web path traversal pattern mining. 
Their extensive experimental outcomes showed that 
their algorithm outperformed the existing 
algorithm. 

A frequent sequential traversal pattern mining 
algorithm with weights constraint was 
recommended by Sisodia, M.S et al. [13]. Their 
foremost approach was to include the weight 
constraints into the sequential traversal pattern and 
maintain the downward closure property 
simultaneously. A weight range was expounded to 
maintain the downward closure property and pages 
were given diverse weights and traversal sequences 
allot a minimum and maximum weight. In 
scrutinizing a session database, the maximum and 
minimum weight in the session database was 
exploited to reduce infrequent sequential traversal 
subsequence by doing downward closure property 
was maintained. Their technique produced a few 
but considerable sequential traversal patterns in 
session databases with a low minimum support, by 
varying a weight range of pages and sequence. 

Very useful data from the web logs with wide 
applications can be identified by mining web access 
sequence. More realistic data can be extracted by 
taking account of non-binary incidents of web 
pages as internal utilities in web access sequences. 
The available utility based technique has many 
disadvantages such as taking account only the 
forward references of web access sequences, not 
applicable for incremental mining, suffers in the 
level based candidate generation and test 
methodology, needs many database scans and does 
not show how to mine the web traversal sequences 
with external utility. Ahmed, C.F and Tanbeer, S.K 
[16] have recommended a technique to solve those 
issues and they proposed two tree structures named 
utility based web access sequence (UWAS) tree and 
incremental UWAS (IUWAS) tree to mine the web 
access sequences in static and dynamic databases 
respectively. Their technique handled both forward 
and backward references, static and dynamic data, 
excludes level wise candidate generation and test 
methodology, does not scan databases several times 
and considers both internal and external utilities of 
web page. 

V.ValliMayil [11] has developed user web 
navigation sessions were inferred from log data and 
a Markov chain. The chain’s higher probability trail 
was the most favored trail on the website. The 

algorithm applies a depth-first search that 
scrutinized the markov chain for high probability 
trails. Their technique result in the forecast of 
admired web path and user navigation behavior. 
Web link prediction is a method to forecast the web 
pages visited by the user derived from web pages 
visited by other users already. 

3. PROPOSED UTILITY AND FREQUENCY 
DEPENDENT ALGORITHM 

 
This section explains our recommended 

methodology. The input we give for our 
recommended technique is web log files. The web 
page, time duration, bookmark details are obtained 
from the web log file and we use those details for 
our recommended process. The Fig.1 shows the 
process takes place in our recommended technique. 

 
Fig.1 Sample Process Of Our Recommended Technique 

 
The information we obtain from the web log file 

is used to construct the prefix tree. The continuous 
sequential pattern and discontinuous sequential 
pattern are derived from the prefix tree and the 
pattern weight for each pattern in the continuous 
sequential pattern and discontinuous sequential 
pattern are calculated. 

3.1. Data Preprocessing 

This section delineates the preprocessing of the 
web log file that we take as input of our 
recommended technique. Generally a web log file 
has the following structure: IP address, access time, 
HTTP request type used, URL of the referring page 
and browser name. An example for web log file is 
as follows: 192.164.31.18 [13/Jan/2013:10:18:52] 
“GET/HTTP/1.1” http://www.loganalyzer.net/ 
Mozilla/19.0 Windows 07. We take the required 
fields from the web log file to process our 
recommended technique. 

3.2 User Identification 

This is an important section that makes to form a 
sequential database. To classify the users, we have 
to consider the IP addresses and the sessions. The 
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IP address is divided as sessions based on certain 
time interval to make a unique user. For instance, if 
we set thirty minutes as one session for an IP 
address, the web pages visited within thirty minutes 
is taken as the web pages visited by a user. The 
next thirty minutes for that same IP address is taken 
as next user. Similarly, we have to make different 
users using different IP addresses. 

3.3 Prefix Tree Construction 

The prefix tree construction is explained as 
follows: a set of web pages which were visited by 
different users are taken for our process to construct 
the prefix tree. A sample web pages visited by 
different users are shown in Table.1.  

Table.1 Sample Web Pages Visited By Different Users 
Users Visited Web Pages 

1U  rnkgdb ,,,,,  

2U  hgecb ,,,,  

3U  nakda ,,,,  

4U  gescf ,,,,  

5U  sngdb ,,,,  

 
In this table the web pages visited by the users 

are in sequential order and the time duration of each 
web page and bookmark details is shown in the 
Table.2. The time duration, bookmark details and 
frequency of the web pages is used to calculate the 
weight value for each pattern in the continuous 
sequential pattern and the discontinuous sequential 
pattern. 

Table.2 Sample Web Pages With Time Duration And 
Bookmark 

Use
rs 

Visited Web Pages with Time Duration 
and Bookmark 

1U  )1,27,(),0,28,(),1,43,(),1,31,(),0,26,(),1,35,( rnkgdb  

2U  )0,29,(),1,38,(),1,49,(),0,44,(),1,21,( hgecb  

3U  )1,29,(),0,31,(),1,27,(),0,40,(),0,33,( nakda  

4U  )1,32,(),1,45,(),0,38,(),1,27,(),1,23,( gescf  

5U  )0,23,(),1,19,(),0,32,(),1,29,(),1,36,( sngdb  

 
In Table.2 the time duration that the users visited 

for a particular web site and the details about the 
bookmark i.e. whether the user bookmarked that 
web page or not is given followed by the web page. 
For instance, in )1,29,(d , d denotes the web page 

and 29denotes the duration of time taken by the 
user for a particular website and 1denotes that the 
web page is bookmarked and if it is 0 instead of1, 
then it denotes the webpage is not bookmarked. The 

Fig.2 shows the prefix tree formed from the details 
given in Table.2. 

 
Fig.2 Prefix Tree 

 
The prefix tree shown in Fig.2 is formed from 

the time duration and the bookmark details of the 
web pages given in Table.2. Here, initially the tree 
is plotted using the first user and thereafter the 
second user is considered and so on. For instance, 
the web pages visited by the first user 
are rnkgdb ,,,,, . We generate the tree based on 

the first user initially and we take the web pages 
visited by the second user hgecb ,,,, to link it 

with the prefix tree construction. Comparing the 
web pages visited by the second user with the first 
user, the first web page i.e. b for both the users are 
same and the second web page visited by both are 
different. So while linking the second user in the 
prefix tree, a different branch would form in the 
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tree after the first page which is common in both 
the users. Here, the frequency of the first webpage 
bwould get increase. When considering the third 
user, the first web page avisited by the third user 
is different from both the first user and the second 
user; so a new branch is formed from the root itself. 
Similarly, we have to form the tree using the web 
pages visited by different users. The Fig.3 shows 
the details contain in the cells of a web page in the 
prefix tree. 

 

 
Fig.3 Representation Of Each Cell 

 
The prefix tree formed eventually would get 

update using incremental concept. The incremental 
concept is that adding the details of web pages 
visited by new users. So, whenever a new user 
comes, the prefix tree will get update i.e. the details 
of the web pages visited by the new user will get 
link with the prefix tree already formed. The Fig.4 
shows the algorithm for the construction of prefix 
tree. 

 
Algorithm for prefix tree construction: 
 
1. Input: Time duration, bookmark details of 

the web page extracted from web log file 
2. Separate users based on specific time period 
3. Construct tree using first user initially 
4. For each user check web pages with the 

sequence of nodes in tree  
5. If any sequence of nodes in the tree is same 

as the web pages of user we check  
6. Add the details of the web pages of user with 

the nodes in the tree  
7. Else 
8. If some of nodes in the sequence is same 

from the beginning and differ in the middle 
9. Add the details until the sequence and form a 

new branch from the node it differ 
10. Else 
11. Construct a new branch from the root 
12. End if 
13. End for 
14. Output: Prefix tree based on the sequence of 

web pages visited by the users 
 

Fig.4 Algorithm For Prefix Tree Construction 

3.4 Continuous Sequential Pattern 

It is a pattern that comes in sequential order. The 
sequential order is taken in different length and we 
calculate the weight value for each length of 
continuous sequential pattern considered from the 
prefix tree. Some sample continuous sequential 
pattern from the prefix tree in Fig.2 
is ecb →→ , akd →→ , etc. The given 
sample patterns are three length continuous 
sequential pattern. Similarly, we can take any 
length of continuous sequential patterns and we 
have to calculate the weight value for each pattern. 
The pattern gcb →→ is not a continuous 

sequential pattern, because the web page eis 
missing and this pattern is considered from the link 
of second user in the prefix tree. The Fig.5 shows 
the algorithm for the continuous sequential pattern. 

 
Algorithm for continuous sequential pattern: 
 
1. Input: Prefix tree we constructed 
2. Generate set of patterns with different length 
3. For each pattern check with prefix tree 
4. If sequence is same 
5. Consider the sequence and calculate weight 

value  
6. Else 
7. Ignore the sequence 
8. End if 
9. End for  
10. Output: Weight value for the pattern that 

satisfies the sequence in the prefix tree 
 

Fig.5 Algorithm For Continuous Sequential Pattern 

3.5 Discontinuous Sequential Pattern 

It is a pattern that comes in sequential order 
except the threshold length we set to ignore the web 
pages. Some of the sample discontinuous sequential 
patterns are gcb →→ , ngb →→ , etc. Here, 

the patterns given in sample discontinuous 
sequence are one length threshold based two length 
discontinuous sequential patterns. In 

gcb →→ pattern one web page eis missing 

amid the web pages candg  in the prefix tree; and 

in ngb →→ pattern, the web page d is missing 

between bandg , and the web page  k  is missing 

between g andn in the prefix tree shown in Fig.2. 

When considering the fifth user’s link in the prefix 
tree for the pattern ngb →→ , the web page 

d is missing amid the web pages bandg . 

Similarly, we can set any length as threshold for the 
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discontinuous sequential pattern. If we consider the 
threshold length as two, some of the sample three 
length discontinuous sequential patterns from the 
prefix tree 
are nkb →→ , hgb →→ , gcf →→ , 

etc. We have to calculate weight value for each 
pattern formed from the discontinuous sequential 
pattern based on different threshold length. An 
algorithm is shown in Fig.6 for discontinuous 
sequential pattern. 

Algorithm for discontinuous sequential pattern: 
 
1. Input: Prefix tree we constructed 
2. Generate set of patterns with different length 
3. For each pattern check with prefix tree 
4. Set discontinuous length 
5. If sequence is same that satisfies discontinuous 

length we set 
6. Consider the sequence and calculate weight 

value 
7. Else  
8. Ignore the sequence 
9. End if 
10. Change the length we set for discontinuous 
11. End for  
12. Output: Weight value for the pattern that 

satisfies the discontinuous length we set 
 

Fig.6 Algorithm For Discontinuous Sequential Pattern 

3.6 Pattern Weight Calculation 

The pattern weight value of a pattern is the sum 
of utility of a pattern and importance of pattern and 
frequency of pattern. It is shown by an equation 
below: 

freqimpuW PPPP ++=  

Where, 

WP  � Weight value of a pattern 

uP  � Utility of a pattern 

impP  � Importance of the pattern 

freqP  � Frequency of the pattern 

Utility of a pattern: The utility of a pattern uP is 

calculated based on the time duration td that the 
users taken for the web pages in the pattern. The 

utility of a pattern uP is the ratio of total time 

duration of the web pagestdP  in the pattern to the 

product of total number of nodes TN in the prefix 

tree and the maximum time duration max
tdN of a 

node in the prefix tree. The node in the prefix tree 

is the web page visited by the users. The formula to 
calculate the utility of a pattern is given below: 

max
td

td
u

NTN

P
P

×
=  

Where, 

tdP  � Time duration of total web pages in a 

pattern 
TN  � Total number of nodes in the prefix tree 

max
tdN  � Maximum time duration of a node in 

prefix tree 

The total time duration of the web pages tdP in a 

particular pattern is calculated by adding the time 
duration of all the web pages in that particular 
pattern. It is shown by the formula below: 

∑
=

=
n

i
itd tdP

1

 

Where, 

itd  � Time duration of ith web page in a 

pattern 
n  � Total number (i.e. length) of web pages 
in a pattern 

Importance of a Pattern: The importance of a 
pattern is based on the bookmark details of the web 
pages in the pattern. It is the ratio of total number 
of bookmarked web pages in the pattern to the total 
number of nodes in the prefix tree. The formula to 
calculate the importance of a pattern is as follows: 

TN

P
P bc

imp =  

In the above equation, bcP indicates the total 

number of bookmarked web pages in a pattern and 
TN indicates the total number of nodes in the 
prefix tree. The nodes in the prefix tree are the web 
pages visited by the users.  

Frequency of a pattern: The frequency of a 
pattern depends on the total number of similar 
pattern in the prefix tree. It is defined as the ratio of 
similar patterns in the prefix tree to the total 
number of nodes in the prefix tree. It is shown by 
an equation below: 

TN

TP
P count

freq =  

Where, 

countTP  � Total number of similar pattern in the 

prefix tree 
TN  � Total number of nodes in the prefix tree 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
This section explains the result we obtained for 

our proposed technique. We have used the synthetic 
dataset and real dataset for implementation and we 
evaluated the number of patterns mined by setting 
different threshold and we evaluated the efficiency. 

4.1 Experimental setup and Dataset description 

Our proposed technique is implemented in java 
(jdk 1.6) that has the system configuration as i5 
processor with 4GB RAM. The synthetic dataset is 
generated as same format of the real dataset and it 
is divided as training dataset and testing dataset for 
our implementation. The real dataset is taken by the 
procedure as follows: we installed ‘CC Proxy’ 
software on the server to monitor the web usage of 
the users. The users are connected to the server and 
we checked the navigation of every user from the 
website “http://www.infrauniv.com/”. The 
bookmark details are taken from each user 
separately. The Fig.7 shows the sample web log file 
and the web log files are converted to our process. 

 

 
Fig.7 Sample Web Log File 

4.2 Performance Comparison  

4.2.1. Comparison of patterns mined based on 
synthetic dataset  

This section shows the performance of the 
continuous sequential pattern mining and 
discontinuous sequential pattern mining and the 
existing technique using synthetic dataset. The 
Graph.1 shows the comparison between the 
continuous and discontinuous sequential pattern 
mining based on the patterns mined for different 
pattern weight threshold we set. 

 
Graph.1 Comparison Of Patterns Mined For Varying 

Weight Threshold Using Synthetic Dataset 

 
The threshold we set to obtain the number of 

patterns mined is based on pattern weight. We set 
the pattern weight value as threshold and check the 
number of patterns mined for continuous pattern 
mining and discontinuous pattern mining. Here, 
when we set the threshold as 0.04, the number of 
patterns mined using continuous sequential pattern 
mining is 21 and the number of patterns mined 
using discontinuous sequential mining is 140. 
When the threshold is 0.06, the number of patterns 
mined is 11 using continuous sequential pattern 
mining and it is 60 using discontinuous sequential 
pattern mining. When we set the threshold as 0.08, 
we get the same number of patterns as we got using 
threshold 0.06 for both the continuous sequential 
pattern and discontinuous sequential pattern. When 
the threshold is 0.18, the number of patterns mined 
using continuous sequential pattern is 10 and the 
number of patterns mined using discontinuous 
sequential pattern is 55. When we set the threshold 
as 0.2, the number of patterns mined is 7 for the 
continuous sequential pattern and it is 55 for the 
discontinuous sequential pattern. 

 
Graph.2 Execution Time For Patterns Mined By Varying 

Weight Threshold Using Synthetic Dataset 
 

The Graph.2 shows the time taken to execute for 
finding the number of patterns mined by varying 
the pattern weight value as threshold. When the 
threshold is 0.04, the time taken to execute is 
60.962s for continuous sequential pattern and 
510.020s for discontinuous sequential pattern. 
When we set the threshold as 0.06, the time taken 
to execute is 16.367s for continuous sequential 
pattern and 522.008s for discontinuous sequential 
pattern. When the threshold is 0.08, the time taken 
to execute for continuous sequential pattern is 
15.841s and for discontinuous pattern is 498.980s. 
When the threshold is 0.18, the execution time is 
16.253s for continuous sequential pattern and it is 
492.646s for discontinuous sequential pattern; and 
when we set the threshold as 0.2, the execution time 
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is 15.814s for continuous sequential pattern and it is 
129.789s for discontinuous sequential pattern. 

 

 
Graph.3 Patterns Mined By Varying Percentage Level Of 

Dataset As Threshold Using Synthetic Dataset 
 

The Graph.3 shows the number of patterns mined 
using our proposed technique (continuous 
sequential pattern and discontinuous sequential 
pattern) and the existing technique by varying the 
percentage level of dataset as threshold i.e. the 
percentage level of dataset we taken for training. 
When we take fifty percentages of dataset for 
training and remaining for testing, the number of 
patterns we obtained for continuous sequential 
pattern is 11267 and the number of patterns we 
obtained for discontinuous pattern is 25881 and the 
patterns we obtained using the existing technique is 
2146. When we set sixty percentages of dataset for 
training and remaining for testing, we obtained 
12724 patterns using continuous sequential pattern 
and 28120 patterns using discontinuous sequential 
pattern and 2115 using the existing technique. 
When the dataset we give for training as seventy 
percentages, the number of patterns we obtained is 
14091 for continuous sequential pattern and it is 
29672 for discontinuous sequential pattern and 
2096 for the existing technique. When we give 
eighty percentages of dataset for training, we 
obtained 15407 patterns using continuous 
sequential pattern and 31452 patterns using 
discontinuous sequential pattern and 2102 patterns 
using the existing technique. When we give ninety 
percentages of dataset for training, we obtained 
16723 patterns using continuous sequential pattern 
and 32933 patterns using discontinuous sequential 
pattern and 2093 patterns using the existing 
technique. 

 
Graph.4 Execution Time By Varying The Percentage 

Level Of Dataset Using Synthetic Dataset 
 

The Graph.4 shows the time taken to execute to 
find the number of patterns mined by varying the 
percentage level of dataset taken for training. When 
the dataset threshold is 50, the execution time is 
40.645s for continuous sequential pattern and it is 
324.483s for discontinuous sequential pattern and 
5.583s for the existing technique; and when the 
dataset threshold is 60, the execution time is 
48.182s using continuous sequential pattern and it 
is 388.203s for discontinuous sequential pattern and 
5.482s for the existing technique; and when the 
dataset threshold is 70, the execution time is 
55.288s for continuous sequential pattern and 
455.164s for discontinuous sequential pattern and 
5.777s for the existing technique. When we take 
eighty percentages of dataset for training, the 
execution time is 62.992s using continuous 
sequential pattern and it is 522.396s using 
discontinuous sequential pattern and 5.102s for the 
existing technique; and when we take ninety 
percentages of dataset for training, the time taken to 
execute is 71.113s using continuous sequential 
pattern and it is 585.649s using discontinuous 
sequential pattern and 6.574s using existing 
technique. 

4.2.2. Comparison of patterns mined based on real 
dataset 

This section shows the performance comparison 
of the patterns mined using continuous sequential 
pattern, discontinuous sequential pattern and the 
existing technique based on real dataset. The 
Graph.5 shows the number of patterns mined using 
our proposed technique (continuous sequential 
pattern and discontinuous sequential pattern) and 
the existing technique by varying the percentage 
level of dataset for training and remaining for 
testing. 
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Graph.5 Patterns Mined By Varying Percentage Level Of 

Dataset As Threshold Using Real Dataset 
 

In this Graph.5, our proposed continuous and 
discontinuous patterns performed well than the 
existing technique. While comparing the 
continuous and discontinuous pattern, the 
discontinuous sequential pattern mined better 
compared to the continuous sequential pattern. The 
Graph.6 shows the time taken to execute to mine 
the patterns using real dataset. 

 
Graph.6 Execution Time Using Real Dataset 

 
In this Graph.6, the execution time is less for the 

existing technique compared to our proposed 
continuous and discontinuous sequential pattern 
mining techniques. While comparing the execution 
time of our techniques, the continuous sequential 
pattern mining obtained less execution time 
compared to the discontinuous sequential pattern 
mining. 

4.2.3.Efficiency Comparison with Existing 
Technique 

This section shows the comparison of our 
proposed technique with the existing technique in 
terms of efficiency.  The Table.3 shows the 
comparison of our proposed technique with the 
existing technique based on path traversal 
efficiency calculation.  

 
 
 

Table.3 Efficiency Comparison Using Synthetic Dataset 
Path Traversal Efficiency 

Patterns Proposed Technique Existing 
Technique 

 Continuous Discontinuous  
1 length 1 1 1 
2 length 1 1 1 
3 length 1 1 1 
4 length 0.787 0.892 0.36 
5 length 0.33 0.663 0.055 

 
The path traversal efficiency is calculated by 

dividing the number of patterns matched with the 
total number of patterns taken for comparison. It is 
shown by a formula below: 

comparisonfortakenpatternsofnoTotal

matchedpatternsofno
efficiencytraversalPath

.

.=  

 The efficiency values shown in the Table.3 is 
calculated by giving eighty percentages of dataset 
for training and remaining dataset for testing. For 
instance, if there has fifty data in the testing dataset 
and if we need to check four length pattern, the first 
four nodes from each data are taken and checked 
with the tree we formed; if twenty patterns are exist 
in the tree, then the number of patterns matched is 
twenty and the total number of patterns we taken 
for comparison is fifty. In this Table.3, we have 
checked the path traversal efficiency of our 
proposed technique and existing technique for one 
length pattern, two length patterns, three length 
patterns, four length patterns and five length 
patterns. Here, the path traversal efficiency is 
hundred percentages for both the proposed and 
existing techniques for one length pattern, two 
length patterns and three length patterns. When 
evaluating the path traversal efficiency using four 
length patterns, the continuous sequential pattern of 
our proposed technique achieved 78.7 percentages 
and the discontinuous of our proposed technique 
achieved 89.2 percentages and the existing prefix 
span technique achieve 36 percentages. When 
calculating the path traversal efficiency using five 
length patterns, the continuous sequential pattern of 
our proposed technique achieved 33 percentages 
and the discontinuous sequential pattern of our 
proposed technique achieved 66.3 percentages and 
the existing prefix span technique achieved five 
percentages. 
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Table.4 Efficiency Comparison Using Real Dataset 
Path Traversal Efficiency 

Patterns Proposed Technique Existing 
Technique 

 Continuous Discontinuous  

1 length 0.875 0.875 0.75 

2 length 0.875 0.875 0.75 

3 length 0.25 0.255 0.25 

4 length 0 0 0 

5 length 0 0 0 

 
The Table.4 shows the path traversal efficiency 

we obtained for our technique (continuous 
sequential pattern and discontinuous sequential 
pattern) and the existing technique using real 
dataset.  

 
Fig.8 Web Pages Mined While Testing Using Real 

Dataset 
 

The Fig.8 shows the web pages mined while 
testing using the real dataset for our technique 
(continuous sequential pattern and discontinuous 
sequential pattern) and the existing technique.  

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper we have proposed a utility, 

importance and frequency dependent algorithm for 
web path traversal using prefix tree data structure. 
We used the web log files as input for our 
technique and we extracted the time duration of the 
websites that the users used and the bookmark 
information about the web pages and we 

constructed the prefix tree based on the web pages 
visited by different users. From this prefix tree, we 
have mined the continuous sequential pattern and 
discontinuous sequential pattern. We compared the 
number of patterns mined based on continuous and 
discontinuous sequential pattern by setting different 
thresholds. We also evaluated the efficiency of our 
technique and compared with the existing 
frequency dependent prefix span technique. The 
path traversal efficiency comparison showed that 
our proposed technique is better compared to the 
existing technique. 
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